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WORK AND AFFILIATION

Associate Professor of Economics, University of Warwick- from June 2022
Assistant Professor of Economics, University of Warwick with tenure -January 2019 -May 2022
Associate Lecturer of Economics, University of York, Since May 2017-10th January 2019
Research Fellow, Faculty of Humanities, University of Manchester, UK, since October 2016-
Lecturer of Economics, New College of the Humanities, London, September 2016- April 2017

EDUCATION

• 2011- 2016: PhD in Economics from the University of Manchester. Thesis title- “Essays on the
World’s Largest Public Works Programme” (Completed July 2016).
• 2008-2009: MA in Development Studies from ISS, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The
Netherlands. [Distinction and Best MA Research Paper Award.]
• April 2004-October 2004: Diploma in Social Work and Community Service (Distinction)
• 1998-2001: M.Sc. in Economics (Distinction), Calcutta University, India
• 1995-1998: B.Sc. Economics (Honours) with Math. (Distinction), Calcutta University, India

ADMIN ROLE (PRESENT AND PAST)

• At University of Warwick: Director of Student Opportunities; Member of GTA Hiring
Committee; Mentoring support to Teaching Fellows; Weekly “Economics Teaching & Learning”
Seminar Organiser.
• At University of York: Member of mitigating circumstances committee, MSc admission team

FIELDS OF SPECIALIZATION

• Development Economics, Political Economy, Applied Microeconomics, Micro-Econometrics,

LIST OF PUBLISHED AND REVISE(D) & RESUBMIT(TED) WORK

1. Ghosh, Saikat; Subhasish Dey (2022): Does preschool entry age affect child’s later development?
   Evidence from India (Early Childhood Education Journal- Revised and Resubmitted)
2. Dey, Subhasish; Vidhya Unnikrishnan (2022): Political Meddling in Social Assistance Programme:
   Panel data evidence from India (Journal of Int. Development- Revised and Resubmitted)
4. Dey, Subhasish, Ritanjan Das and Ranjita Neogi (2021): Across the Stolen Ponds: The Political
   Geography of Social Welfare in Rural Eastern India, World Development, 146 (2021)-105544


7. Dey, Subhasish and Anirban Kundu (2020): Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan: Putting the cart before the horse. *Ideas for India* July 2020


**SUBMITTED AND COMPLETED PAPERS**


- Chatterjee, Poulami ; Subhasish Dey, Amaresh Dubey (2021): Does routine immunization affect cognitive achievements? Panel data evidence from India. (*Under Review, Social Science and Medicine*)


- Bandyopadhyay, Anwesha; Subhasish Dey; Pushkar Maitra (2019): Affirmative Action and Quality of Governance: Evidence from Utilization of Funds in Village Councils of India. (*Completed*)

- Sanjay, Aditi; Subhashish Dey (2019): "Does a Legal Ban On Pre-Natal Sex Determination Improve Female Educational Attainment? Evidence From India" (*Completed*)

TEACHING EXPERIENCE (Since September 2011 to till date)

January 2019 to till date: University of Warwick as Assistant/Associate Professor: Module Leader- Microeconomics (UG 1st year), Topics in Development Economics (UG 3rd Year), MSc Econometrics-Project (Tutor), Development Micro-Economics (UG 2nd year, tutor), Microeconomics (UG 2nd year Tutor), Introductory Stats for MSc (Tutor), Industrial Economics (UG 2nd year, tutor),

May 2017-10th January 2019: University of York: Microeconomics (UG 2nd year), Development Economics (UG 2nd year), International Growth and Development (UG 3rd year), International Economics (UG 3rd year), Applied Microeconometrics (MSc), Economics Project (MSc), Econometrics I&II (MSc).

September’16- April’17: New College of Humanities, London (As Lecturer and Course Convenor) Microeconomics Principal (UG Second year); International Political Economy (UG Third year)

September 2011-August 2016: University of Manchester, UK (As Graduate Teaching Assistant) Different UG modules (from 1st year to 3rd year) at the Economics Department and Econometrics at Global Development Institute (GDI), Manchester

Supervision: MA dissertations supervision at Global Development Institute, University of Manchester within the discipline of development economics and international development (5 in 2016, 8 in 2017, 6 in 2018, 12 in 2019, 15 in 2020, 13 in 2021 and 12 in 2022). Economics MSc dissertations supervision at Economics department at University of York (6 in 2017 and 15 in 2018) and at University of Warwick (7 in 2019, 6 in 2020, 3 in 2021 and 7 in 2022)

ECONOMICS TEACHERS TRAINING

1. Completed two days residential “Early Career Workshop” on economics teachers training conducted by The Economics Network (https://www.economicsnetwork.ac.uk/events/earlycareers ) in 2018

2. Completed one day workshop for “Graduate Teaching Assistant” on economics teaching conducted by the Economics Network (https://www.economicsnetwork.ac.uk/events/gta ) in 2014 and 2015.

TEACHING ACHIEVEMENTS AND SCHOLARSHIP

1. Warwick Award for Teaching Excellence (2022- Nominated)

2. Manchester Best Teaching Award for Best Postgraduate teacher in 2015-16 (based on students’ evaluation and faculty peer review). This was a University Level Award.

3. One of the top three performers in terms of teaching performance based on students evaluation in Autumn and Spring term of 2017-18 at the Economics Department of University of York.

4. 2019: Out of 7 MSc dissertations I supervised, 2 scored above 80 and 4 received acceptance for RES annual conference presentation in Belfast.

5. 2020: One of my UG-3rd year Supervisees received “Rohin Modasia” award for best UG-dissertation and two others were nominated for Carroll Round Conference.

6. 2020: Two of my MSc dissertation supervisees received “Shiv Nath” Prize for best MSc dissertation in Development Economics and ranked first and second in overall ranking within 174 students. Out of my 6 supervisees, three received 80+ grades.
AWARD, FELLOWSHIP AND RESEARCH GRANT

- Research Grant (£5000) under “Warwick Internship Scheme for the Economist” (2022)
- Fellowship Grant (£5000) from Institute of Advanced Studies, University of Warwick (2020)
- Research Grant (€5000) from Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands (March 2015)
- Royal Economic Society’s (RES) summer school Grant (£1000)-September 2013
- Special Bursary Award (£2000) from University of Manchester–September 2013
- BWPI, University of Manchester research grants (£3000) - June 2012.
- Research grant (£6670) from ESID, University of Manchester - May 2012
- Fieldwork bursary support (£3500), University of Manchester- June 2012
- Scholarship (€1200) from Istituto di Studi Economici e per l’Occupazione, Italy - May 2012
- Overseas Research Scholarship (ORS), University of Manchester, UK for pursuing PhD
- Netherlands Fellowship Programme- A Dutch Scholarship to complete MA in Development Studies.
- Best MA Research Paper Award for 2008-09 at ISS, Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

CONFERENCE AND INVITED PRESENTATIONS

2022: German Development Economics Annual Conference, Stuttgart (June 2022).
2020: CAGE seminar at University of Warwick, Econometric Society and Delhi School of Economics
2017: American Economic Association Annual Meeting (Chicago, IL January 2017), Lincoln University (June-2017), European Economic Association Annual Conference (Lisbon, August 2017), University of Leeds
2016: Royal Economic Society PhD Conference at University of Westminster, London (January16); Development Studies Association Conference at University of Oxford (Sep. 2016); ISI-Delhi (Dec. 2016)

COMPUTER PROFICIENCY

- M-S Office, Bengali Word, STATA, Mat lab (Basic), LaTex, Scientific word, Endnote.

SUMMER SCHOOL AND TRAINING

- Randomised Control Trial by Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab, MIT at Aarhus University, Denmark (September 2013)
- Experimental Development Economics- at London campus of University of East Anglia, UK. (May 2013)
• Building the new global welfare- The search for stability in the worldwide economies and markets” at ISEO, Italy (Session conducted by the Nobel laureate Economists)- (June 2012)
• Summer School, Titled- “Global Governance, The Crisis and Development- New Direction in Development Cooperation” organized by CERES and International Institute of Social Studies, Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands. (June 2010)
• Academic visit to ILO, UNRISD, WHO, RED CROSS at Geneva, Switzerland. (October 2009)

REFEREEING

CONSULTANCY AND RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT
• Handicap International Federation- Humanity & Inclusion, UK (2022)
• United Nations Economic Commission for Africa Expert group member on Eradicating Rural Poverty to implement the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development Goals.
• Research collaboration and consultancy with Erasmus University Rotterdam
• Researcher in DFID and University of Manchester joint research centre “Effective State and Inclusive Development (ESID)”.
• Research with UNU-WIDER, Helsinki to carry out a systematic review on the impact of social protection programmes on various welfare outcomes. (Finished in January 2013)
• Consultant in “Greater Manchester Poverty Commission” and prepared Greater Manchester Poverty Profile-2012 for Manchester City Council. (Finished in April 2012).
• Consultant in the project “Poverty in North after Financial Crisis” commissioned by Brooks World Poverty Institute (BWPI), University of Manchester.(Finished August 2012)
• Research Assistant at International Institute of Social Studies (ISS, Hague), Erasmus University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands. Worked in FP7 (European Commission Project), 3ie, NWO-WOTRO (Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research), AusAID (Australian Agency for International Development). (Finished in 2011)

LANGUAGE SKILLS
• Bengali (Native) ; English (Reading, Writing and Speaking: Fluent); Hindi (Reading, Writing: Basics; Speaking: Fluent); Urdu (Speaking: Basics)

MEMBERSHIP
Royal Economics Society, American Economic Association, European Economic Association, British Association of South Asian Studies, Development Studies Association-UK.

REFERENCE:
1) Professor Arjun Bedi, ISS, The Hague, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Email: bedi@iss.nl
2) Professor Robin Naylor, Economics, University of Warwick; Email: robin.naylor@warwick.ac.uk
3) Dr. Katsushi Imai, Associate Professor University of Manchester Email: katsushi.imai@manchester.ac.uk